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___________________________April 2000, year one___________________

___________________________1ssue nº 1 by__________________________
-Teknad (teknad@hotmail.com)
-Black plastic bag (blackplasticbag@hotmail.com) 
-Squizy limmy (no mail)

___________________________You can't find in this issue___________
-Donut eating policemen telling you watta do on saturday night.
-Parental advices.
-Lyrics of the Corrs.
-Horoscope.
-Heart press.

___________________________You can find in this issue_____________
-Jackin' FVR3Y_by Teknad
-Spammerz_by Teknad.
-The Bull_by Teknad.
-Polemic Interview: how stupid can you be?_by Black plastic bag.
-Fake News of the net that nobody told you_by Teknad.

___________________________Jackin' FVR3Y__________________________
>>>No, it's not that thing that you eat at Mc D0n@lD$ as a dessert, they're 
those rotten hairballs that children carry. They stink. Well, the matter is that
they have a EEPROM chip in the inside (that can be re-programmed), so the 
ancient dream of the terrorizing virtual pets can become true ( not like , but 
it'll be fun to watch one of these balls less polite). And now, if you do it 
first than the others, you will have a reward, so watch out. Many japanese 
0takus surely became crazy about to re-program a Tamagotcha to fight with 
another, 'till phukemon appeared ( yes they fight, but still childish). Now, how
many things with chips around can be re-programmed to have different things?

>>>Last year I was visiting the M.O.S.K.O.W. museum of ancient computers (I 
don't remember the web adress) and there was an article about controlling a tank
toy via a calculator. Other example may be a plane toy powered by a electric 
razor. If you know of more cases, mail me. 

>>>Coming back at the beginning, there are lots of webrings of people who love 
them, and afortunately, webrings of people who say that they come from hell. 
Good or not, I think mankind will never be free of hairy, soft and degradant 
creatures ( if you think that I'm wrong, watch The return of the Jedi).  

>>>Squizy limmy: I wanna one of these!
>>>Squizy limmy gets eaten by one of these.

_________________________Spammerz_________________________________
>>>At last, the spammerz are getting really efective. Due to the H0tmªil option 
to block senders, now they send you spam with one sender each time. And thei're 
more stupid than ever. Simply listen to this: "Get your university diplomas" 
"Travel to the land of Drakula, the glorious blood-sucker" or "Lose weight in 10
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days". In think that they're the real blood-suckers, so watch out, or they'll 
get you. And don't click when a message of "I've just turned 17, do you want to 
see me naked in my page" arrives at your post.

>>>And remember, if you want to spam me, mail to blackplasticbag@hotmail.com, 
guess where it's going to end.

________________________The bull__________________________________
>>>Don't you know what is it? It's just the name of these flood of windows that 
appear and you haven't opened them. They normally come from a single page that 
thinks that it can earn money by many sponsors. you'll notice that the windows 
don't stop, and you'll have to find the source of them (Normally, the last page 
you have opened). By the time, you can close the other opened windows.

>>>Remember: you don't have to close all the windows, neither you have to shut 
down the modem or reset your computer, simply find the source window and never 
come back again to these site. The bulls are easily made with a bit knowledge of
HTML, so don't think it's magic.

________________________Polemic Interview: how stupid can you be?_
>>>This is an interview made by Black plastic bag to a typical regular customer 
of the net, Nancy Highways. Nancy is famous in her neighborhood for have bought 
her house via internet.

BPB-Haio, Nancy. tell me: why did you choose to buy your house via internet?-

NH- Well, I was katting, I say...chatting, yes, with my friends, and one of them
asked me to do a job. Something about blowing, or so. Later, I discovered that 
he was a house seller, and bought me his house. you know, that kind of men that 
are always inviting me to the bed. My husband was disappointed, but I think he's
a freaking pig.

BPB- And what about your house? Is it good?

NH- Yes, it is really technological. It has lots of cams, in all the rooms. We 
don't know who put them there, but in the front of them it says "Webcam". 
They're always on, but my husband said me "Don't worry, sweetie. It's none of 
your business. Now come back to the bed".

BPB- Do you know how to use a computer?

NH- Yes, I know how to start it on, and that's really and advance. My daughter 
always help me with the Internet. Oh, she's so nice. Now she has a new 
boyfriend. He's always ill, I have seen him with lots of injections. But I don't
tell my daughter, or she'll worry.

BPB- What sort of things do you usually buy? 

NH- I love to buy be4ny b4bies. They're so cute. The last one I bought was about
120$, and that's cheap, because I've bought them more expensive. Other thing 
that I love are the Casinos. They're so exiting. And I also like to put my 
credit card number in any blank space that I find. It makes me feel better. Last
week, I bought an electronic japanese gadget and I don't know how to use it, 
because the instructions are in japanese. I don't even know what is it. I 
usually click in the publicity banners, and try to get money for surfing the 
net, but I have got nothing. Maybe some day... At least, the people is so polite
that fill my mail post with messages of the things I need.

BPB- Well, here ends our interview. Nancy, please walk pass the door and pay the
price of this chat. If any of you readers feel identified with this woman, 
please mail us and we'll be happy to make business with you.

________________________Fake News of the net that nobody told you_
>>>Yesterday was opened the 2001st page dedicated to the Fr1end$ series. It was 
about the pets of the secondary characters of the series, because all the other 
contents were fully covered.

>>>Some 0taku teenagers were caught while discovering a new kind of drug. They 
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were watching the forbidden chapter of the p0kem0n series which creates brain 
damage. "It's the coolest induced hallucination state of the mind that I've ever
had" declared one of the junky guys.

>>>A famous company of electronic equipment (They don't want to reveal their 
identity) has just announced that it's thinking of making a computer screen with
a webcam hidden in the inside. "it's just to make sure that all is under 
control" They said.

>>>Sammy Grundlock, an ex-computer whiz kid, electrocuted himself in the attempt
to connect a jelly cake to the net. "He was clever, but also dumb as a donkey!" 
said his confused ex-mother.

>>>Several companies of computer software are thinking to launch web browsers 
with undeletable cookies. These cookies are intended to show all the net all 
your private facts, and make sure you receive lots of spam and loose lots of 
money and time.

>>>A group formed by renegade musicians were trying to erase all the mp3's of 
the net after they got fired because of the cash leak produced by these free 
files of their music. Half of the group went to the jail house after they were 
caught hacking computers (with an axe).

>>>A group of sex maniacs were interned into an hospital after mutilating 
themselves with electronic devices and monitors. "I thing they didn't catch the 
meaning of the virtual sex" said the leader of the group.

>>>Edmund Hillox have a V1SA card implanted in his brain and connected to the 
net. "It's to buy all I think" he says. That's why he's poor now.

________________________End of 50's FAMILY's BURNT! nº 1__________
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>>>Issue nº 2, april 2000

______This Issue was written by___________________________________

-Teknad (teknad@hotmail.com)
-Black plastic bag (blackplasticbag@hotmail.com)
-Squizy limmy (Still no mail)

______Incinerate the index________________________________________

-Poem trio
 -Sell your mind _by Black plastic bag
 -Deadly mix _by Squizy limmy
 -Kovsky told me _by Teknad
-Society of Lovers of the Atoms (SLA) _by Squizy limmy
-Ammo report: home-made bombs _by Black plastic bag
-Holes through time and space hunt _by Teknad
-Beyond the shout of the mosquito _by Teknad
-Fake News of the net that nobody told you _by Teknad

______Poem trio___________________________________________________

>>>Sell your mind

What are you wasting your time at?
What is the worm inside your brain?

Come to the web, now it's free

Waste your time at the chat
And see how your worm trains
your mental tree
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What is your deeper obsession?
Do you need something new?
We have obsessions that grow
Just leave your cash now.

>>>Deadly mix

Innocence and death
deadly mix
rotten eyes blank
red ocular blinks 
a hamster was smashed by the car

red blood
foul cat
with wheel marks 
on the hair

choking foam
bubble crime
trapped in the washing machine
the soft puppy died  

>>>Kovsky told me

Silence covers the spheres 
when they emerge from the void
a garden underground is growing
controlled by a grey castle 

The grey castle stands
over its legs
walking by the garden
like a nuclear silo grew

the time freezes
the castle's dead
now falls like a mountain 
and lies in the floor instead

______Society of Lovers of the Atoms (SLA)________________________

>>>Yesterday I found a society of lovers of the atoms, and I became a member. 
This is the first society of this kind in all the world, and our ideas will be 
surely copied. The idea is to prevent the danger that atoms contain by 
themselves, and how we can use them in a good way. We are trying to stop the 
atom abuse, like people's doing in nuclear power plants.

>>>We're also trying to study the atoms deeply, to watch these quarks and all 
that. The problem is that we haven't got any electronic microscope, but we're 
raising money to buy one. By the moment, we have one analog telescope, and we're
using it to watch cells (it's quite fun)

>>>The best thing about the atoms is that they're everywhere, and it makes 
loving atoms really easy ( I don't understand why hate them). Our only problem 
is that every time a fan society is raised, a hate society is raised. Join us, 
before the Atom of the Haters of the Atoms (SHA) will became stronger!!! 

______Ammo report: home-made bombs________________________________

>>>Everyday you need a bomb, you'll have problems to build it (Stop looking on 
the internet for the maps of the atomic bomb). If you don't find Uranium in your
local store, check out these do-it-for-yourself bomb wonders:

- Microwave oven funtastic: Ever wanders what happens when you leave a fork in 
the oven and heat it up? Keep away from the oven when it starts to spread rays.
- Nitroglycerine motorhead: Have you ever tried nitroglycerine instead of 
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gasoline? Now, that's real an internal combustion engine.
- Gunpowder basketball: First, you need to buy several boxes of fireworks. Then 
you can fill a basketball ball with all the gunpowder. Bounce the ball!!!
- Nitroglycerine filled balloons: Let's play the hot potato!
- Control remote car with fireworks on the inside: Control your bombs!

______Holes trough time and space hunt____________________________

>>>This last weeks I've been seeking for the Easter eggs of reality, the 
backdoors of universe. There are lapses of time when these doors open, and you 
can see other time, and other place. In other parts of the universe, time passes
in a different way, twisting with the light of the stars across the black 
matter. 

>>>And as well wormholes are formed in out space, this piece of cosmos have 
little versions, watched from the back of the eye. These doors belong to the 
unknown, and can disappear in a few seconds. But if someone would pass trough 
one, and come back, then universe would have no secrets.

______Beyond the shout of the mosquito____________________________

>>>When someone turns on the TV, I can hear the sharp noise of electricity. When
a mosquito is flying around my head, I can hear it flapping the wings. But when 
we grow older and older, sharp noises escape from our perception. The question 
is: What sounds are beyond the human ears? What is the sound of the earth 
rotating, of the universe going on?

>>>People who lives near the sea ignore the sonic frequency of the sea waves. 
but if we pay attention, can we hear the beat of the tides underwater?

______Fake News of the net that nobody told you___________________ 

>>>VR glasses will last longer to appear on the market. The problem: Test 
subjects were smashed by the traffic when they tried to evade to another reality
on the middle of the street.

>>>Danna Bollok have disappeared in mysterious circumstances. Her husband heard 
her say: "I'm going to buy by the internet in a net shop of Canada" before 
disappearing round the corner with a computer under her arm. We think they're 
nerds.

>>>The scotch whisky helps you to have best relationships on the net, as said by
an important alcoholic drinks trademark. By the time, police stations worldwide 
are thinking in including breath testers on the computer monitors and forbid the
access to certain web sites if you're drunk.

>>>David Suppertime disappeared yesterday. The only eyewitness was his autistic 
grandmother, who cried: "He went to Cyberspace!" over and over. David's friends 
think that this is quite freaky.

>>>A consolidated group of friends of the virtual reality have appeared recently
in the South Pole. The problem is that there's still no electric energy in the 
place where they live, so they pass the time telling jokes. "Soon or late, 
civilization will reach all the corners of the planet" they declared to the 
press. 

>>> The black market of computer is growing fast on the sub-urban areas, but 2 
of each 10 computers explode when they start up, 3 of each 10 have hidden virus,
4 of each 10 electrocute the owners and 1 of each 10 works roughly slow. 

______End of 50's FAMILY's BURNT! nº 2____________________________
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Issue nº 3, april 2000

______This Issue was written by___________________________________

-Teknad (teknad@hotmail.com)
-Black plastic bag (blackplasticbag@hotmail.com)

______Index of data_______________________________________________

-Mutant breaklight _by Black Plastic Bag
 -Related bibliography: 
  -"A ring around the sun" Clifford D. Simak
  -"City" Clifford D. Simak
-The boom of the technology _by Teknad
-Comfort/conformity _by Teknad
-Polemic interview: How do you suck money? _by Black plastic bag
-Fake News of the net that nobody told you _by Teknad 

______Mutant breaklight___________________________________________

>>>Are you a mutant? This question may lead to something important in your life.
If you appear to be a mutant, people would turn against you, so be careful. 
These are the most important characteristics of the mutant people:

-Normally people around a mutant discovers it before he/she does. They may be 
watching you right now. 
-Mutant people are highly creative and intelligent. Their ideas seem strange at 
the eyes of the human people.
-Mutant people are also very good at understanding and repairing machines, even 
when they have no previous knowledge about these machines. It's like an 
instinct.
-The social class of the mutant people is normally medium-high or high. this is 
because mutant people have the capabilities to be in any human social class.
-Mutant people are also asocial and lonely. If they escape from the humans 
they'll become more lonely, refusing the company of humans or other mutants. 
Anyway, a weak link would stand between mutants and humans, making mutants walk 
around human buildings.
-Mutant people can warp into another dimension, but normally mutants don't know 
how to do it. this warp can be produced by an hypnotic stimulation.

>>>Remember, mutants are the next step of human evolution. If you fit at this 
description you may be a mutant, or just a lonely and brainy person. But if 
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you're really a mutant, be careful with your life from this moment, or you'll en
hanging of a streetlight.

______The boom of the technology___________________________________

>>>Everybody says that the technologies, and specially the telecommunications, 
are having an incredible spread. It's true, but, what stands behind that spread?
First, we have that many countries around the wold aren't having a good level of
internet speed, industry or inclusive power plants, and are becoming slower in a
short lapse of time. Other important thing is the industry: telecommunications 
still need physic support.  And this can cause economic surprises. 
>>>Are we having a technology boom or the companies want us to think that it's 
happening? I've ever wandered why things like VR or computer/TV are so hard to 
commercialize. The boom that is having the technology it's making companies 
appear and disappear like magic balls. And we still have to pay too much money 
for soft/hardware. Reduce the prices? Yes, but keep the quality.

______Comfort/conformity___________________________________________

>>>How many personal homepages do you know? How many commertial or official 
pages do you know? The net seems to be turning into an high commertial area. The
challenge will be the same as the TV: Will we have poor quality contents and 
services because we deserve them? And the challenge will be the preservation of 
individual and small communities against the big mainstream of the commerce, 
which may think that host homepages was a bad idea. Keep awake and watch up.

______Polemic interview: How do you suck money?____________________

Black plastic Bag- Hello again. Today I'm going to interview a famous 
businessman of the net, who don't want to reveal his identity. I'll call him 
"H". Hello, H!

H- Hello all you cattle heads. Today, protected by this anonymous name, I'll 
talk freely about sucking money and time, that is my favorite hobby.

BPB- What is your favorite way to suck money?

H- Well, one of my favorite ways is to charge an higher price on the customer's 
credit card, that they believe is produced by the taxes and the mail costs. But 
these money ends on my hands, because they don't know that once they leave their
credit card number, I con do anything with it. About sucking time, my friends 
talk of me as "the king of spam". That's because I'm a mail address hunter. My 
victims think that they're safe if they don't let their e-mail address around 
the internet. False! I've got thousands of e-mail address in homepages, chats or
just walking by the street. Now, it's really effective, because when more people
come to the web, more stupid people come to me. 

BPB- What is the treating that you provide to your employed ones?

H- In my company everybody works hard. Everybody excepts me. I think that the 
new technologies are making things easy for me . Things like the work at home 
are helping me to fire whoever I want. Are you unhappy? You never went to the 
office. These temporal contracts allows me to fire weak workers, or strong 
workers who are starting to work weakly. You're young and brilliant? So what? 
You're going to scratch code or go out of here. You studied at Yale? I don't 
care, you could  study at your nearest university, your rights are the same for 
me. I have my own spy groups to watch them out.

BPB- Do you have any ideas for the future? 

H- I'm thinking on introducing verbal contracts into my companies. That will 
make a revolution. I think it's going to be the work contract standard for the 
year 2100. And I'm thinking of bring more Stock Options to my employed ones. Of 
course, of the kind of companies that explode with the first twist of the Stock 
Exchange. Other renovation may be the "fired and back" contracts for the  
pregnant women. It'll reduce the stress of being in a company where you don't 
work for a time, and were you don't get paid for these time. These contracts 
will fire women just when they get pregnant, allow them to get money of the 
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government for being unemployed, and later come back to my company easily. Of 
course, the work conditions will be the same for everyone.

BPB- Do you know any other way to suck money or time?

H- I have a scientist mate who is making really interesting experiments. He has 
discovered that some workers don't notice the difference between one and another
day of work. And as everyone know, when you're working time pass slower for you 
than when you're playing. His goal is to make days of 48 hours. How? Well, this 
is the plan: we place dark windows in all the building. Then we set all the 
clocks to run at the half of the speed. When the night between the two days 
come, we sedate all the workers. When they wake up again, they find that is 
midday, but it's really the hour when they start to work of the next day. When 
they end to work, they can go out. And here is the most difficult part of the 
plan: they must believe that one single day has passed, although the hours 
seemed longer for them. It will make necessary to coordinate all the clocks of 
the city to bring false hours and days, but we think it's quite possible. 
Imagine a world where work days last the twice, and holidays the half (Why not, 
once we confuse them so deep we'll make  wonders with the time of our workers).

BPB- Well, this is all for today. Thanks to H for his time and money. 

______Fake News of the net that nobody told you___________________

>>>Some investigators have found a way to provide internet access without 
external machines of any kind. How? A machine will be placed in the cranium of 
the internauts. The energy will be provided by the blood, and the connection by 
a worldwide net of satellites. 

>>>What is cooler than an ice cube? A net cube. In a near future all kinds of 
things will be provided with screens and internet connection. The question is: 
Who needs an ice cube with an screen on it? 

>>>The number of graveyards on internet is growing at light speed. The last ones
are so sophisticated that you can choose flowers to put on the tombs. By the 
time, a mysterious attack profaned the home page of Sanctorium Nonplacis, one of
the most popular virtual graveyards of Europe. The tombs were covered with 
blaspheme scripts announcing the coming of the devil on internet. Last weekend 
the webmaster of the graveyard discovered that the tomb raider was his son, but 
he had to pay lots of money to the angry internauts.

>>>The "share your computer" campaign sank yesterday, after all the people 
involved in it discovered that their leader never shared his computer with 
anyone. "We're so disappointed" agreed everybody.

>>>A police patrol discovered a fake cause that earned money for more than 30 
people. They discovered a false NASA homepage which asked for economical help to
build a rocket able to travel to the sun with human astronauts in the inside. 
But the most strange fact is that nobody have already found the person who took 
the more than 200 $, or any of the shareholders of this cause.

>>>"Surfing the net will make you live longer" says Sally Wonka, a 103-year-old 
woman. She haven't told anyone why the net is good for your life, but she says 
that it's related to the nature of the human spirit. Our investigation group 
discovered that Sally is getting paid by several internet services companies, 
which reveals that her mysterious speeches have economic causes on the backside.
Don't trust her hype. 

>>>10000000 pages of source code for old computers appeared on the university of
Gride (Canada), with no logic reasons. A week later, they discovered that these 
information stood waiting on a net node for 10 years untill something made the 
transfer continue.

______End of 50's FAMILY's BURNT! nº 3____________________________
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Issue nº 4, April 2000

______This Issue was written by___________________________________

-Teknad (teknad@hotmail.com)
-Black plastic bag (blackplasticbag@hotmail.com)
-Squizy limmy (Still no mail)

______Countdown index_____________________________________________

-The chosen ones _by Teknad
-Digging our own graves _by Black plastic bag.
-Alien encounters _by Teknad.
-Polemic interview: How did you became a survivor? _by Black plastic bag
-Polemic interview: How did you became a survivor? part II _by Black plastic bag
-Why wait for the end of the world if we can die sooner? _by Squizy limmy
-Fake News of the Armageddon that nobody told you _by Teknad

______The chosen ones_____________________________________________

>>>A high number of animal and plant species are in danger now. Which of them 
are more adapted to the technological environment? Here are the species chosen 
by us, that we think can become the survivors of the 6th extinction:

-Cockroaches: They like dark places inside the machines, they can live 5 days 
without head, they can hide in a few mm wide space, they're almost perfect (They
have survived from the dinosaur's era almost without evolution). Anytime humans 
try to kill them with poisons, they become resistant to the poison. Anytime 
they're attacked by a virus, they destroy the virus. They can even resist atomic
radiations. It seems that cockroaches can adapt to the life into a computer 
without problems.

-Mice: They can eat cables, live on hardware pieces and make their ways trough 
many materials. Mice love the heat of the hard disks working, which attract 
them. They're also strong against illness, and seem prepared to infect 
computers. 

-Ants: They're so small that can pass through every little hole. They like 
electricity, and can survive to microwave radiations and small floods. They 
would use hardware as structure of their communities in the future. In SF 
they're sometimes related to civilisation, and especially to technology. The 
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reasons: They make well designed communities, and have their own methods of 
plant growing, cattle exploitation and baby sitting, only for example. Some 
people think that they will know how to use computers or build robots, and that 
they'll replace mankind.

-Flies: Flies aren't social, and don't like the hardware. But they're fast, 
illness resistant and can reproduce very fast. Surely they'll have their place 
in the hardware environment of the future. 

-Virus: Due to the computer virus, human cell eater virus will also infect us, 
setting the challenges for future's medicine.

-Cells and bacteria: Some people is thinking in making cell-supported hardware. 
The cell hardware will be able to grow and think, but it's still very difficult 
to make (cells only survive a few days). The cells used by the moment are 
neurones (But who knows what will bring the future, these neurones may need 
other cells to feed them, for example). Bacteria would grow on the deep zones of
hardware, where dust and humidity stands.

>>>These animals are seemingly the chosen ones for the future's technified 
landscape. Other animals? Spiders, maybe, or cats (They seem to be the favourite
geek pet). About plants...well, algae and fungus can live on humid hardware. 
Genetic modification will bring some mutant beings to enlarge the list. But if 
we don't kill the parasites they will be living with us for a very long time, 
making the hardware "bugs" of tomorrow.  

______Digging our own graves______________________________________

To prepare for the war it's not to prepare for the peace. If we prepare for the 
war (something like all the world is doing), the 3rdWW, if it comes, will be the
end of all us. What can destroy the world but a million atomic bombs stored for 
years exploding at a time?

______About alien encounters______________________________________

>>>Humankind is searching alien lifeforms. Or at least, it's simulating the 
search of alien lifeforms (The Pathfinder vehicle was intended to search life on
Mars, but it hasn't got any more life-searching parts than the camera). But are 
we really thinking on all the possibilities. of an alien encounter? 

>>>First, people think of alien as beings with to legs, two arms, one head, 
white skin and large eyes. It's a boring version of an alien. This is produced 
because we think of ourselves like the perfect goal of evolution. Look at the 
animals and plants around you, they can be more alien-like than us. 

>>>Other important thing are the feelings. Does alien beings (if they exist) see
or hear the way we do? They may find an human description in the side of a 
satellite and don't see it. And where they live? Some people think that they're 
waiting at the next corner of Mars, and that universe's full of life. It can be 
also more or less empty of life. 

>>>What do they think about humans? If they're intelligent, they may be thinking
in their own matters, and only some of them thinking deeply in beings of another
worlds, just like in every culture (I don't think they've visited us yet). They 
may be not interested on humans, because they have more important things to do. 

>>>In the other side are the not-so-good possibilities. Are they waiting for 
humankind to saving them? (This would be disgusting) Are they bacteria or 
insects? (Then earth life may be more interesting than alien life). Anyway, 
let's try to find them before they find us and score one point on their panel. 
And stop thinking that they're green and small, and make your own alien 
versions.

______Polemic interview: How did you became a survivor?___________

Black Plastic Bag- Grins from the future. Today our redaction team have 
travelled across a dimensional portal, and we have ended on a post-apocalyptic 
kind of future. We found a man who was searching for the last woman of the world
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to restore mankind. After some hours, we could make a logic message with him. 
Hello, last survivor of the disaster!

Last Survivor of the Disaster- Hello, you spectres. I think you may be a bunch 
of these goat lovers. But you're dead. Hahahaha! Dead!

BPB- How it happened? How was the end of the world?

LSD- Well, it wasn't the end of the world, because the world stands still. It 
was only the end of the most of the mankind, except of me. Or something like 
that. It started on a Saturday morning. These day I saw a man shouting that the 
Sunday was going to be the end of the world. For the first time, he was right. I
laughed, and thought we still had the last Saturday night for having fun. I was 
wrong. These days in the News they announced that the biggest nuclear power 
plant was almost finished, and I didn't paid attention. I spent the day making a
shelter for my dog. At that was my last day of the world.

BPB- How did people react?

LSD- Nobody did nothing until they got the idea. It was because the nuclear 
power plant was the number 666 in the world. What a stupid thing. But everybody 
started to think that the devil, the aliens, three or four bad gods, everybody 
was coming to the world, and not for good. And they though they where coming by 
the nuclear plant, of course. Then they started running across the street, 
stealing things, killing things, shouting things and all the typical things that
you do when it's the end of the world. Many people went underground because they
said it was safer down there. Other started fucking. It was their only method to
reduce estress, and it seems that they had very fun until they died.

BPB- How was the last night?

LSD- The last night everybody was preaching, fucking or taking drugs. Everybody 
except me. I thought that it was all so confusing, so I decided to go for a 
walk. Then I saw the most amazing thing in all my life. There was god, the 
devil, and a lot of angels with scales. They were weighting the sins of the 
people. Bad people was falling to the hell, and good people was flying to the 
heaven. Then I noticed that it was the biggest damn screen of the world, maybe 
stolen from an U2 concert. Old fanatics saw that the devil wasn't coming, and 
decided that, without devil, the world wasn't going to end. I escaped between 
lots of people carrying goats, I don't know why.  And finally came the end. They
thought that, if bad things were coming through the nuclear plant, the solution 
was to destroy the nuclear plant. And the explosion produced the end of the 
world. I was very disappointed, because I saw a light in the sky, and nothing 
more. That was the end, and I survived, maybe because I didn't believed in it 
very seriously.

BPB- What happened after the end?

LSD- Nothing, except that many things broke and there were anyone to fit them. 
Some days later, I found my neighbour. He was alive and grinning. I killed him, 
because I wanted to be the last man on earth. I'm still searching for a woman, 
because I want to restore the mankind population. Well  the truth is that I 
didn't saw the need to fuck then, and now I see it. Bye.

BPB- Thanks for your time. Now you see, Hell's in earth, not below us. Keep 
tuned for the coming of the interstellar bat.

______Polemic interview: How did you became a survivor? part II___

Black plastic bag- We're still in this apocalyptic ex-world of the future, and 
we have found the last woman on earth! After some hours, at last she recovered 
from the shock. Hello, Lady Survivor of the Destruction!

Lady Survivor of the Destruction- Phnag! Hi, bop boys! I, I, I still feel a bit 
athonized, but here I am!
  
BPB- How was your day of the end of the world? Uh?
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LSD- Well, that day I was in the beach. My grandma was listening the News of the
radio, and she tuned a radio channel with a man announcing the end of the world.
I think it was a fake, but when I heard the scientific guys talking I realised 
it was the real thing. I looked at my grandmother, and she nodded peacefully. I 
think that it was the most beautiful thing that she has made for me, node the 
head at that gently way. Even more than carry me all across the Tibet. The most 
wonderful day of my life started that way.

BPB- Really? What did you do during the day?

LSD-That day the people were more lively than never in the neighbourhood. I saw 
some old men driving their cars at more than 200 km/h. Everybody was stealing 
things, and I stole 100$. Then, a handsome boy of the other part of the city 
invited my to his bed, and I accepted. But the great fun started when he showed 
me his magic pills of fantasy. I don't know why people say that drugs are bad. 
Later, in the afternoon, I find some people talking to their gods. I joined to 
them, and they taught me how to do exercises. look, you sit this way and you say
Ommmmmmmmmmm! At the dusk, we saw beautiful fireworks. Not really fireworks, but
some gas deposits exploding. At the night, we watched TV. Everybody was watching
their favourite film for the last time, and it was so exiting. Then, I went to 
the disco. It was the last Saturday night of the world, and I think that more 
than 20 people proposed me to dance that night. And over 30 people proposed me 
to marry.

BPB- What was the most interesting thing of the day? 

LSD- I think that it happened when a lot of people watched the film 2001 Odyssey
on space for the last time. They were not only watching the film, they were also
acting it out and singing the songs. The most especial part came when the baby 
appeared at the end. Everybody was silent, and I could see a feeling of mankind 
in all the humid eyes looking at the screen at a time, in all the hallucination 
filled brains emptied at a time, thinking of nothing or maybe of the curiousity 
of the baby. And it was also incredible hearing them sing anytime the black 
block appeared.

BPB- What were your impressions of the end of the world?

LSD- The end of the world was the most incredible experience of my life. I thin 
I took five pills, or four, and maybe some white powder. Reality expanded in 
front of me, making shapes of all the colours. Vacuum of everyday life was 
filled with dragons, dahlias and dolphins. and then appeared the end of the 
world, which wasn't a goat. It was a baby. The ilusion disappeared, and felt 
that I was Miss Universe, that was my dream since I was a girl. No other woman 
of the world was alive, no? But I have to say you something. The end of the 
world creates a terrible hangover.

BPB- What did you do after the end of the world?

LSD- Well, I did all the things I never had time to do. I repaired the roof of 
my house, I rode some books, and I visited the local museum. Days later, I found
one of my friends. She was a talkative person, so we talked about famous people.
Then I noticed that all the famous people were dead, and I killed her. If I have
learned something of the end of the world is that the line between life and 
death is so thin. Now, let me alone to search more pills.

BPB- As we see post apocalyptic people are only interested in sex and drugs. 
Maybe people before apocalypse are also interested in such matters, but I'm sure
that they have enough people around for not to attract the devil. See you at the
end of the universe. I say tomorrow. 

______Why wait for the end of the world if we can die sooner?_____

>>>Many fanatical sects lead their people to massive suicides. They want to save
themselves before the end of the world. Then the world don't ends, and they are 
remembered like liars. This is an advert if you're trying to cut your veins 
before the arrival of the men of mars. Don't do this at home.

______Fake News of the armageddon that nobody told you____________
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>>>"Soft cats are cute enough to survive the end of the world" says Greta 
Thudor. Nobody knows if cute animals will survive the end, or if cat's skin will
be soft enough to save them, but the idea doesn't seem very logical.

>>> Lucypher Lucas, a satanic rock band, was shocked yesterday after the death 
of their leader. Hilo Guborg, the leader, died after he tried to play the 
electric guitar under the rain that was falling over an open air concert. "This 
is an action of the doom" Says one of the fans. We think it's just a mix of 
electricity and water. 

>>>Many pages of the net became useless after the fake of the Y2K, and now they 
are recycling into pages for the incoming of the interstellar bat. Let's hope 
they're right this time.

>>>A new theme park about the armageddon have just opened at Miami, USA. It's 
called Destroy Your Universe, and the zones of the park are the Alien Rape, the 
Exploding Everything with cars included, the Asteroid which Falls Over You, the 
Church of No Salvation and Escape from This Planet, Let's End Another. The 
logotype of the park includes Murray, the happy antichrist.

>>>Atomic shelters with pools are now available in the net. Last of them have 
pools with radioactive water, which is good for your health. Buy them before all
the old people breathing Radon at the mines read this new.

>>>Can't wait to see the end of the world? Cryogenic Bastards Inc. can freeze 
you until the end of the world is coming. A must see.

______End of 50's FAMILY's BURNT! nº 4____________________________
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